Abstract. If a family of operators in R" is invariant under rotations and dilations and satisfy a certain inequality in Lp(lr), then it is uniformly bounded in the weighted space L'(\ x |"<'//>-') dx} This ¡s the main consequence of a more general result for operators in homogeneous spaces. Applications are given to certain maximal operators, the Fourier transform and Bochner-Riesz multipliers.
2. Main results. Let G denote a locally compact amenable group with left Haar measure m, and consider a compact subgroup K of G. We form the locally compact (homogeneous) space X = G/K consisting of all right cosets Kg {g E G). Then G acts on I in a natural way: If jc = Kh E X and g E G, then x-g = Khg E X. A regular measure dx is defined on X as follows. We fix a continuous homomorphism a: G -> R+ = {0, oo) and take the image of the measure a{g)dm{g) under the natural projection it: G -» G/K, i.e.
(1) jj{x)dx=jj{Kg)a{g)dm{g)
for every continuous / with compact support. Since K is compact, a is constant on each coset ir'\x), and its constant value will be denoted by a(jc). In this way, we have also defined a on X, and (1) can be written ff{x)a{xyidx=(f{Kg)dm{g).
'X JG For functions/and operators Fon X, we denote fix) = fix h), T"f={Tf-J (hEG).
Theorem 1. Let ty be a family of linearizable operators in LP{X, dx), 1 <p < oo, which is G-invariant, i.e. T E ty implies Th G ty for all hEG. Suppose that, for some r, 1 < r < oo, the following vector valued inequality holds Lp (dx) Then, the family ty is uniformly bounded in the weighted space U{ X, a{x)r/p ' dx), i.e. (4) f\Tf{x)\ra{xy/p-]dx<Crf\f{x)\ra{xy/p-ldx {T Ety).
Proof. Consider first the case 1 < r < p < oo, and denote s = p/r. The main point in the proof is that (3) implies the following: For every u E U {X, dx), there exists U E U'{X, dx) such that || J7||,. < ||a II,. and
This is a particular case of [17, Theorem A] , and it can be obtained from Maurey's results on factorization of operators through U (see [15] ). Now, for every h E G, we can replace in (5)/(jc) and F/(jc) by/(jc • /T1) andF/(jc • /T1) respectively (due to the invariance of ty). Since
U{x -h) dx = U{Kgh)a{gh)a{hy] dm{g)
where A is the modular function of G, we obtain from (5) (6) f\Tf{x)\ru{x-h)dx^Cr[ \f{x)\rU{x ■ h) dx (F Ety; h EG).
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let F be any compact subset of X. Since the subgroup K is compact, F=7r~'(F)isa compact subset of G, and since G is amenable, there exists an open set F in G such that m(FF)<(l + e)w(F) (see [8] ). Then, if we take u{x) = a{xyi/sxFV{x) (where F ■ V = {y ■ h | y E F, h G V) C X) it follows that 1/5' \U\\s,*í\\u\\s,= ^jxF.v{Kg)dm{g) = m{FV)l/s'< {{I + e)m{V)}]/s'. Now we multiply both sides of (6) by a{h)x/s and integrate with respect to h over the open set V. In the left hand side we get for every jc G F f'u{x-h)a{h)Vs dm{h) = a{x)'l/s' fXF-vix h) dm{h)
In the right hand side, by using (1) and the left invariance of Haar measure, we get
Combining everything
Since the compact set F and e > 0 are arbitrary, the theorem is proved in this case. Now we consider the case 1 < p < r < oo. Let % be the family of all linear operators in Lp{X, dx) which are dominated by some operator in ty, i.e. U E % iff there exists T E ^such that \Uf{x)\<\Tf{x)\ iorallfELp{dx).
It is clear that the operators in % satisfy the inequality (3). By duality, the adjoint operators {U* \ U E %.} satisfy the vector valued inequality in Lp'{lr), and by the case already proved f\ U*f{x) \ra{x)r'/p'~]dx < Cr'f\f{x) \ra{x)r'/p'~i dx {U E %).
But the norm of U* as an operator in U (w(jc) dx) is equal to the norm of ¡7 as an operator in Lriw{x)~r/r dx). Therefore f\ Uf{x) \ra{x)r/p']dx < Crf\f{x) \raix)r/p~] dx {U E %)
and by definition of linearizable operator, the same is verified by the family ty.
As a first example of the situation described above, we can consider the group of rotations in R", G = SOin), and the compact subgroup K = {g E G\x0-g = x0} = SOin -1), where x0 -(1,0,...,0). Then G/K is naturally identified with the unit sphere 2n_, = {jc e R" 11 jc | = 1} (to each je G 2"_, corresponds the coset {g E G | x0 g -jc}). Since G is compact, the only homomorphism which we can choose is ai g) = 1, and dx is normahzed Lebesgue measure in 2"_,. Then, Theorem 1 gives Theorem 2. Let T be a linearizable operator in Lp{1,n_x), 1 <p< oo, and let r > 1 be such that fx^2\TfjiPjx)\Yrdoix)<C?j=^2\fjiPjX)\r)P/rdoix) for all f G L/'(2n_1) and Pj E SO{n). Then T is a bounded operator in Lr(2n_,) with norm < C.
In the next example, G will be the group of all linear transformations in R" which are positive multiples of a rotation, i.e.
G= {tp\t E R+ ,p E SO{n)} s/?+ XSO{n).
If K is defined as above, G/K can be identified with R" -{0}. If we fix as Haar measure in G the product of dt/t (in R+ ) and normalized Haar measure in SO{n), and consider the homomorphism: a{g) = det(g) = /" (if g = tp), it follows very easily that dx is c" times Lebesgue measure in R" -{0} (with c" = Y{n/2)/2mn/2). On the other hand, the definition of a in A" gives in this case: a(jc) = | x \". Therefore, Theorem 1 yields holds for some r G [1, oo), then
Finally, if we apply Theorem 1 to an arbitrary G, and take the subgroup K and the homomorphism a to be trivial (i.e., K = {e}, a{g) = 1), we get Theorem 4. Let G be a locally compact amenable group, and let T be a linearizable operator in LpiG), 1 <p< oo, such that, for all f E Lp{G)andh, E G (10) /J 11 Tfjixhj) \r)"/rdm(x) < C>/J 2 \fj(xhj) \r)P/rdm(x) where r > 1. Then T is a bounded operator in Lr{G) with norm < C.
When F is invariant under right translations, (10) simply means that the A valued extension of T is bounded, i.e.
(10 (l\Tfy i/-c sur >A Remark. Theorem 3 is by no means the most general result of this sort which can be obtained from Theorem 1. For instance, operators from Lp to Lq, p ¥= q, with an adequate homogeneity may be considered (e.g. fractional integrals). This is illustrated in the case of the Fourier transform in (3.b) below. Also, R" can be replaced by a nilpotent Lie group with a group of dilations acting on it (as the Heisenberg group, for instance, or R" itself with nonisotropic dilations).
3. Applications. Here we shall use first theorem 3 to obtain some old and new weighted norm inequalities for operators arising in Fourier analysis, with weights of the form | x \a. Then, some results concerning translation invariant operators are obtained by using Theorem 4.
(3.a) Maximal operators. Let p be a positive finite Borel measure in R", and for each / > 0 and p G SO{n), denote by p, p the measure p rotated by p and dilated by /, i.e. ¡fix) dplp(x) = ¡f(tpx) dp(x). If we take as p the rotation invariant probability measure concentrated in the unit sphere of R", we obtain Stein's maximal spherical means 91L/(x) = sup|/ f(x-ty)da(y)\ t»Q Al = l which is bounded on LP{R") when n > 3 and p > n/{n -1) (see [20] ). Corollary 2. Let f E L'iR", \ x \" dx) where n > 3 and 0 < a < r{n -1) -n. Then lim f f{x-ty)da(y) = f{x) a.e. '-o Ai=i 'M=i and (13) f\ 9R,/(jc) H jc \adx < Cra¡\f(x) \r\x\a dx.
The example in [20, p. 1283] shows that inequality (13) is sharp for positive a. The natural conjecture is that (13) holds when -n < a < r{n -1) -n, and this would be true if the following best possible (see Theorem 4) vector valued inequality were verified: 2w,r 1A *£C Ni')" (ï=t<'.'<4 On the other hand, interpolation with the known inequalities for the HardyLittlewood maximal function proves that 91L is bounded in U{R", | jc \" dx) if n > 3, r -n < a < r{n -1) -n and n/{n -1) < r < n. Similar statements can be made for the spherical means 911"/(see [20] ) with a > 0, by taking dp{x) = r(a)"'(l -| jc |2)A' dx. In this case there are also results in R2.
In the next application we take p uniformly distributed in the unit ball of R", so that M^ is the Hardy-Littlewood operator in R" M"f{x) = sup | f f(x-ty)dy\. with Cp independent of n. Therefore, the following is also true.
Corollary
3. // 1 < /-< oo, n G A/ and0 < a < r -1
where Cra is independent of n.
If the constants in the vector valued inequalities of Fefferman and Stein [7] were independent of the dimension (for the maximal function on balls, not on cubes), Corollary 3 could be extended to -1 < a < r -1. Now we shall apply Corollary 2 to Cordoba's maximal operator in R2:
where <$lN = {all rectangles in R2 of eccentricity N in arbitrary directions}. It is known [3, 21] There are some known results for certain «-dimensional analogues of the operator MN (see [3] ) to which Corollary 2 can also be applied. where \p E Ll{R2) is radial and , y/P f Jjc|2',-2|vÍ'(jc)|íí/jc < 00
for somep, 1 < p < 2 (see [1] ). In this case, the norm C(log N) in (15) is replaced by cpm\\x + Bp).
(3.b) The Fourier transform. Let fiy) denote the Fourier transform of a function /(jc) in R". Then we have Pitt's inequalities (see [18] ).
5. //1 < r < oo and max(0,2 -r) < a < 1, then (16) / \fiy)\r\y\-andy<Cr,a( \f{x)\r\xf+r'2Ux.
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Proof. Let jc* denote the inverse of a point x E R" -{0} with respect to the unit sphere, i.e. jc* =| jc |~2jc. Then Tf{x) = /(x*) | x \~" is a unitary operator in L2{R"), and it is of weak type (1,1). Therefore, it is bounded in Lp, 1 <p < 2, and has a bounded extension to Lp{lr), 1 <p<r<2 (see [14] ). Since F is rotation and dilation invariant, we apply Theorem 3 to obtain that F is bounded in L^jcI*") when l<r<2, 0<¿></--1, and this is equivalent to (16) by changing variables. The case 2 < r < oo follows by duality or by using Theorem 3 for the adjoint of T, T*fiy) = ifix*)\x\-"){y). We shall give a new proof of the following weighted norm inequalities due to I.
Hirschman [10] .
Corollary 6. Given a and r with \ l/r -1/2 |< a < 1/2, the inequality
holds if and only if {1/2 -a)r < a < (3/2 + a)r.
Proof. The usual computations with Hankel transforms shows (see [9] ) that, if /G S(Ä2) is such that/(£) = 1 in the unit ball of R2, then Sxaf{x) > C\x |-3/2". Br = Therefore (17) implies a < (3/2 + a)r, and by duality, the necessity (1/2 -a)r also follows. On the other hand, the vector valued inequality holds for r = 2 by a recent result of Córdoba and López-Melero [4] , and by analytic interpolation with the trivial estimates for {SR) when a > 1/2, it holds when | l/r -1/2 |< a. Since 2{r/pa -1) = (3/2 + <x)r -2 and 2(r/p^ -1) = (1/2 -a)r -2, the "if part is now a consequence of Theorem 3. Remarks. Hirschman's proof is only for r = 2, but the case \l/r -1/2 |< a follows easily from this once the theorem of Carleson and Sjölin is known. The proof given here was sketched in [17] . It is natural to expect that (18) holds with pa < r, p < p'a. If this were the case, Corollary 6 would be true for the best possible range pa < r < p'a.
Another known result which can be obtained from Theorem 3 is the boundedness in Lr{R", | jc \a dx), -n < a < n{r -1), of every singular integral operator with kernel K{x) = ß(jc') | jc |~", where ß(jc') satisfies the //-Dini condition (this is a particular case of [11, Theorem 4] ). The vector valued inequality needed to prove this is contained in the general results of Benedek, Calderón and Panzone [2] .
(3.d) Translation invariance. When F is a bounded linear operator in Lp, (11) holds at least for r = 2 (see [14] ), and we obtain as a particular case of Theorem 4 the following well-known result (see [5] ).
Corollary
7. Let G be a locally compact amenable group. Every bounded linear operator T in LP{G) which is invariant under right translations, is also bounded in L2{G). Moreover, if T is positive, then it is also bounded in Lr{G) for every r>\.
The last assertion follows because (11) holds for every r 3* 1 if T is linear, positive and bounded in Lp.
Finally, we can apply Theorem 4 to the problem of extending a bounded operator F in LP{G) to L §{G), where B is an arbitrary Banach space. The natural extension TB = F ® lB is defined a priori in LP{G) <S> B TB[lfj-b^=2m)-bj (fJEL»(G),bJEB).
If TB is continuous from LP{G) ® B to Lj¡{G), then it can be extended by continuity to Lp{G). Corollary 8. Let G be a locally compact amenable group, and let T be a linear operator invariant under right translations. Suppose that the exact range of p 's for which T is bounded in LP{G) is known to be p0 < p < p x, where 1 < p0< 2 < px ^ oo. // T has a bounded extension TB to L §iG)for some p, then the Banach space B must be of(Rademacher) type p0 + e and cotype px -e {with e > 0).
Proof. Suppose that r = sup{g: B is of type q} < p0. Then lr is finitely representaba in B by the theorem of Maurey and Pisier [16] , and from the fact that F has a bounded extension to L §{G), it follows very easily that the same is true for lr, i.e. (11) holds. But Theorem 4 then implies that Fis bounded in U{G), contradicting the hypothesis. The argument for the cotype is quite similar.
4. Some counterexamples. The converse of Theorem 3 is false, i.e., for a family ty dilation and rotation invariant, (9) does not imply (8) . In fact, let He denote the Hilbert transform in the direction e (where e E R2, \e\= 1). Then {He)eel is dilation and rotation invariant, but the vector valued inequality 2 I'M I2) 1/2 <c 2l/yl 1/2 dx is only true in the trivial case p = 2 (see [6] ). However, / \Hef(x)\2\x\"dx<cf \fix)\2
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provided that -1 < a < 1 (see [10] ). For a family ty invariant under dilations but not under rotations, Theorem 3 may be false. For instance, there exist a singular integral operator Fin R2 whose kernel is homogeneus: K{x) = fi(jc') | jc |~" and such that F is not bounded in L2{R2, \ x \a dx) when |a|> 1 (see [12] ). However, F is dilation invariant and satisfies the vector valued inequality (11) for all 1 < p,r < oo (see [2] ). If we drop in Theorem 1 the condition of being G amenable, the result may be false. Actually, the first assertion of Corollary 6 is not true for the (nonamenable) group G = SL{2, R) (see [13] ).
